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On the decrease in subject-verb inversion
in French declaratives*
Georg A. Kaiser and Michael Zimmermann

This paper discusses the evolution of subject-verb inversion in declarative root
clauses in French. The frequent occurrence of such constructions in Medieval
French is generally accounted for in terms of a V2 analysis, and their marginality in Modern (Standard) French is attributed to the loss ofV2. Given clear evidence against the assumed V2 status of Medieval French, subject-verb inversion
is alternatively explained in terms of a differentiation of subject-verb inversions
('true' subject-verb inversion vs. 'NP-inversion') as well as in terms of the existence of a 'Focus Criterion: It is claimed that while in (non-colloquial) Modern
French, NP-inversion still exists, the highly limited instances of true subjectverb inversion constitute learnt vestiges. The loss of true subject-verb inversion
is attributed to a parametric resetting of the Spell-Out condition associated with
the 'Focus Criterion:
Keywords: diachronic change, syntax, French

1.

Introduction

Medieval French, i.e. Old French (8th-13th century) and Middle French (14thfirst third of the 17th century), differs from Modern French both quantitatively
and qualitatively with respect to the inversion of the subject and the finite verb
(hereafter 'subject-verb inversion') in declarative root clauses: in Medieval French,
subject-verb inversion is a frequent and relatively unrestricted phenomenon;
Modern French, on the contrary, shows severe restrictions on subject-verb inversion and, consequently, a smaller number of it. This state of affairs is generally
ascribed to an alleged verb second (V2) property of Medieval French, assumed to
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be lost at the end of this period. However, it can be shown that Medieval French
is not a V2 language. Consequently, alternative analyses are needed to account for
the decrease at issue. After reviewing a recent proposal along these lines by Rinke
& Meisel (2009), a different approach is presented which accounts for subjectverb inversion in Medieval French in terms of the fulfillment of a 'Focus Criteriori, which differentiates between 'true' subject-verb inversion and 'NP-inversion';
the decrease at issue is attributed to the loss of true subject-verb inversion.

2.

Subject-verb inversion in declarative root clauses
in the history of French

In Modern French, subject-verb inversion is contextually limited. What is more,
except for those instances generally referred to as incised clauses' as well as for
some isolated cases, 2 this inversion is not obligatory. Depending on the nature of
the subject, two types of inversion construction must be differentiated. Constructions involving a pronominal (clitic) subject have in sentence-initial position either an adverbial of a restricted class of adverbials (la) or a stressed attribute (1 b)
(Grevisse & Goosse 2007: 476f.): 3
(1) a.

b.

Ainsi demeura-t-elle un tres long moment.
so
stayed-she
a very long moment
'So she stayed for a very long moment:
Plus justes seraient-ils
s' ils suggeraient que ...
more just would-be-they if they suggested that
'They would be more just if they suggested that .. .'

1.
Incised clauses show up after a (part of a) sentence in direct speech and feature a verbum dicendi directly followed by a (non-)pronominal subject, illustrated in (i) from Grevisse & Goose
(2007: 473):

(i) « Donne-lui tout de meme a boire », dit mon pere.
give him all the same to drink, said my father
"M the same, give him something to drink," my father said:
Such cases constitute inversions after toujours in the expression toujours est-il que 'in any
case: encore with the meaning of'be that as it may: and tel in combination with the copula etre
(Grevisse & Goose 2007: 476) as well as inversions after an embedded clause directly followed
by adversative toujours and si (Koopmann 1910: 89).
1.

3· Note in this connection that subject-verb inversion in declarative root clauses is notal-

ways allowed with all pronominal subjects; thus, subject-verb inversion is restricted in the 1st
person singular as well as in the 3rd person singular in the case of the demonstrative pronoun
ce (Grevisse & Goosse 2007:478, 908, 1024).
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In comparison with the latter, constructions featuring a non-pronominal subject
show a wider distribution: an attribute may be stressed in sentence-initial position and not taken up in the ensuing sentence (2a), the subject may represent
a kind of definition or enumeration (2b), the finite verb may be linked to the
previous clause (2c), the finite verb may be unaccusative (2d) or there may be
in sentence-initial position either an adverb or an adverbial phrase (2e) or an
indirect object (20 or a single attribute (2g) (Grevisse & Goosse 2007: 479-481;
Koopmann 1910:49): 4
Grande Jut rna surprise quand ...
big
was my surprise when
'My surprise was big when .. .'
b. Sont meubles par leur nature, les corps qui ...
are furniture of their nature the objects which
'The following objects are furniture by nature: .. .'
c. Ah! voila
le cimetiere de Zies. X
dorment
ah there-is the cemetery of Zies there sleep
le petit Nicolas et le vieux Jerome.
the little Nicolas and the old Jerome
1\h! There is the cemetery of Zies. Little Nicolas and Old Jerome sleep
there:
d. Passait
une riche
voiture, contenant trois
was-passing a expensive car
containing three
femmes turques inconnues.
women Turkish unknown
1\n expensive car was passing which contained three unknown Turkish
women:
e. Aussitot
f!'
etablit
un combat de generosite.
right-away REFL established a contest of generosity
'Right away, there started a contest of generosity:
f. A chaque jour suffit sa peine.
to every day suffices its trouble
'Each day has enough trouble of its own:
g. Seules restaient
les difficultes professionnelles.
alone were-remaining the difficulties professional
'Only the professional difficulties were remaining:

(2) a.

4· In the examples illustrated in this paper, sentence elements are highlighted according to the
following conventions: bold = subject; italic= finite verb; underlined = constituents preceding

the finite verb; ~_o_tt~d Ji.I!~ =elements which precede the finite verb but which are not counted
as constituents.
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These contextual limitations of subject-verb inversion in its modern stage notwithstanding, in its medieval stage French showed a general availability of subject-verb inversion, which was independent of the nature of the subject. Given the
frequent occurrence of the finite verb in second position in these structures, this
availability has often been attributed to the "unrestricted nature of the preverbal
position" (Ledgeway 2007: 141) in Medieval French. In fact, any of the following
types of non-subject constituents could occur in sentence-initial position: direct
objects (3a), indirect objects (3b), prepositional complements (3c), attributes (3d),
adverbials or adverbial phrases (3e), and embedded clauses (3f):
(3) a.

b.

Un altre adversarie Ji
suscitad nostre Seignur,
a other adversary him raised-up our
Lord
(livre reis, p. 138)
Gozam, le fiz Helyadam . . .
Gozam the son Helyadam
1\nd our Lord raised up against him another adversary, Gozam, the son
of Helyadam .. .'
A cest conseil f!'
acorderent li prince et li baron, ...
to this advice REFL agreed
the princes and the barons
(conquete, p. 104)

'The princes and the barons agreed on this resolution, .. .'
c. ~t avec lui ala son frere le due d' Orliens, ses ondes
and with him went his brother the duke of Orleans his uncle
le due de Berry, le due de Bourgongne et le due de
the duke of Berry the duke of Burgundy and the duke of
Bourbon, et [... ]belle compaignie de seigneurs et de chevaliers
of lords
and of knights
Bourbon and
nice crowd
et escuyers.
(livre desfais, p. 83)
and knaves
'and his brother, the Duke of Orleans, his uncle, the Duke of Berry, the
Duke of Burgundy and the Duke of Bourbon, and [... ] a multitude of
lords, and knights, and knaves all went with him:
d. bele
fud Ia feste
(livre reis, p. 116)
beautiful was the ceremony
'the ceremony was wonderful .. .'
e. .s::_llt tant
Jut Charles le Simple en prison .. .
(abrege, p. 126)
for so-long was Charles the Simple in prison
'for Charles the Simple was in prison for that time .. .'
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f.

Tandis que le roy attendoit
Ia delivrance son frere. envoia
while
the king was-awaiting the release
his brother sent
le roy frere
Raoul, le frere
preescheur, a un am ira! ...
the king Brother Raoul the brother preacher to an emir
(saint louis, p. 198}
'While the king was waiting for the release of his brother, the king sent
Brother Raoul, the preacher, to an emir .. .'

In the light of the existence and the frequent occurrence of such subject-verb inversions having the finite verb in second position, it has been proposed - both in
the traditional (Thurneysen 1892) as well as in the generative literature (Adams
1987; Roberts 1993) - that Medieval French represents, at least partly (Vance
1997}, a V2 language. Given that Modern French is not a V2 language, it has
been claimed that the V2 property of Medieval French was lost in the context of
a change of an assumed 'V2 parameter'. Furthermore, it has been assumed that
as a direct consequence of the loss of this property, the general availability of
subject-verb inversion in declarative root clauses was lost as well, with only a few
subject-verb inversion structures remaining.
In the context of thorough syntactic analyses of Medieval French texts, however, it has been shown that the analysis of Medieval French as a V2 language is
not straightforward and proves itself to be highly problematic, both empirically
and theoretically (Kaiser 2002; Becker 2005; Elsig & Rinke 2007; Zimmermann
2009}. Before turning to the illustration of the shortcomings of a V2 analysis of
Medieval French, however, we will briefly review the notion of V2 itself.

3·

The notion of V2

Regarding declarative root clauses, V2 can be defined as an exclusively syntactic
constraint according to which the finite verb must occur in second position. The
occurrence of the finite verb in second position is thus not influenced by either
prosodic, semantic, pragmatic or stylistic factors or a combination of these or
by the syntactic function or category of the sentence-initial constituent. In other words, in declarative root clauses the finite verb must immediately follow a
constituent in sentence-initial position. The following examples illustrate this for
German, a V2language (Thiersch 1978; Travis 1984):
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(4) a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Bruno isst gerne
Apfel.
Bruno eats with-pleasure apples
'Bruno likes eating apples:
Gerne
isst Bruno Apfel.
with-pleasure eats Bruno apples
'Bruno likes eating apples:
Apfel isst Bruno gerne,
apples eats Bruno with-pleasure
'Bruno likes eating apples:
Wenn er Hunger hat, isst Bruno Apfel.
if
he hunger has eats Bruno apples
'When he is hungry, Bruno eats apples:
>tBruno Apfel isst gerne.
Bruno apples eats with-pleasure
'Bruno likes eating apples:
,.Apfel ~
isst Bruno.
apples with-pleasure eats Bruno
'Bruno likes eating apples:

Within the Principles and Parameters framework, the most widely accepted account ofV2 is that ofThiersch (1978) and den Besten (1983) in combination with
Chomsky's ( 1986) suggestion of a CP layer. According to this approach, the finite
verb moves obligatorily to CJ in declarative root clauses, and SpecCP is obligatorily filled with a fronted or base-generated XP. The strictness of the V2 phenomenon, i.e. the fact that in a V2 language, only one constituent normally precedes
the finite verb, is accounted for in terms of the general ban on adjunction to or
recursion of CP (Iatridou & Kroch 1992; Schwartz & Vikner 1996).
This strictness ofV2 and its theoretic explanation notwithstanding, there are,
however, exceptions to V2 order, namely structures where the finite verb is either
in absolute sentence-initial position (VI) or where it is preceded by two constituents (V3). Such non-V2 constructions are, however, possible only in a small
number of very marked and clearly restricted contexts. In German, for example,
V1 constructions are instances of 'lively narrative style' or of topic drop (Sa-b),
and V3 order occurs in structures in which the actual sentence is preceded by an
introductory clause (a dislocated NP or an embedded clause) coindexed with the
constituent immediately preceding the finite verb (Se- d) (Iatridou & Kroch 1992;
Roberts 1993:56f.):
(5) a.

Ging ich neulich zu den Muliers ...
went I recently to the Muller's
'I went recently to the Muller's .. :
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b. Komme gleich
zuriick.
come instantly back
'I'll be back in an instant:
c. [Den
Bruno] i' deni kennt sie nicht.
the-ACC Bruno him knows she not
'She doesn't know BRUNO:
d. [Wenn Bruno Hunger hatL, dann. isst er Apfel.
if
Bruno hunger has then eats he apples
'If Bruno is hungry, then he eats apples:
Moreover, a small number of coordinating conjunctions and adverbs may be exempt from the general ban on adjunction to or recursion of CP. In German, for
example, the coordinating conjunctions denn 'for' and aber 'but' as well as adverbs
.. such as allein 'it is just that: nur 'it is just that: nun 'well' represent such additional
exceptions:
(6) a.

Denn Bruno kennt sie nicht.
for
Bruno knows her not
'For Bruno does not know her:
b. Nun, ich werde jetzt gehen.
well I will now go
'Well, I will go now:

Having sketched the characteristics of V2 languages in a general way, with illustrations from German, let us now turn to a discussion of the problems associated
with a V2 analysis of Medieval French.

4·

On the V2 status of Medieval French

To provide an adequate data basis for an empirical discussion of the V2 status of
Medieval French, thirteen Medieval French texts, given in Table 1, were selected
(cf. Zimmermann 2009).
Next, from each text (excepting the first two, short ones) an extract consisting
of 1500 clauses (root as well as embedded clauses) was then syntactically analyzed. As this article deals exclusively with declarative root clauses, the data referring to other kinds and types of clauses will not be evaluated in the ensuing
discussion. Note that only declarative root clauses with a non-null, i.e. lexical,
subject are of interest here, given that in declarative root clauses with a null subject, it is impossible to determine with certainty the position of the null subject
and, consequently, to tell whether such a 'subjectless' clause actually constitutes
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Table 1. Datings, titles, and literary genres of the selected thirteen Medieval French texts
Dat ing

Title

Literary genre

882

Cantil~ne de sainte Eulalie

1000

Saint-Leger
La Chanson de Roland
Li quatre livre des reis
L'Estoire del saint Graal
La Conquete de Constantinople
Vie de saint Louis
Le livre des fais
Galien le Restore en prose
Abrege des chroniques de France
La minutefran~aise des interrogatoires de Jeanne Ia Pucelle
Htptameron
Rtgistre-fournal

poem
poem
poem
prose text
prose text
prose text
prose text
prose text
prose text

1125-1150

1170
1220
1290

1330-1340
1409
1450

1450-1475
1498- 1515
1553
1580- 1606

prose text
prose text
prose text
prose text

an instance of subject-verb inversion. Table 2 illustrates the relevant results of this
analysis (cf. also Zimmermann 2009).5
Table 2 shows that except for the oldest as well as for the most recent text,
V2 order dominates in each of the texts under scrutiny. More interestingly, each

s.

Note in this regard lhat object clitic pronouns, reflexive clitic pronouns, adverbial dilic
pronouns, non-sentence-initial, ditic ne, anc.l the coordinating conjunctions car, et, mais, and
ou were not counted as independent constituents. Furthermore, the following types of clauses
were discarded with respect to the analysis of the data:
incised clauses (cf. Note 1), since they always and at all times show subject-verb inversion
in the history of French;
subject-verb inversions in which an embedded clause and an adverb corefcrential with the
embedded clause precede the finite verb, since these verb-third structures, as illustrated in
(Sd), represent the only licit exceptions to the general V2 word order rule in (Germanic)
V2 languages:
(i)

(Quant mon non fu mis eg escrit.)i ~ rot:
mena
when my name was put in writing then myself led
I' amiraut dcdans le paveiUon ...
(saint louis, p. 162)
the admiral into
the tent
'When my name was written down, the admiral led me into the tent .. .'

(asyndetically) coordinated declarative root clauses sharing the subject with a preceding
declarative root clause:
(ii)

II leur moustra une parole et dist : ...
he them showed a project and said
'He exposed them a project and said: .. .'

(conqulte, p. 138)
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Table 2. Absolute numbers of occurrences and percentages for the finite verb's position
in all declarative root clauses with a lexical subject•
VI

Text

1
11.1

V2SubjV

VlXV

V>l

Total
9
100
78
100
469
100
445
100
314
100
-436
100
409
100
287
100
394
100
608
100
234
100
320
100
390
100

2

1

5

11.1
10
12.8
123
26.2
101

0.6
28
6.4
19
4.7

22.2
36
-46.2
232
49.5
250
56.1
154
49
231
53
251
61.4

7

66

%

2.4

galien

I

ll

abrege

,

2.8
25
4.1
3
1.3

23
192
48.7
365

55.6
31
39.7
69
14.7
67
15.1
63
20.1
32
7.3
84
20.5
98
34.2

eulalie

I

%

saint-leger

I

%

roland

I

livre reis

,

saintgmal

,

%
%
%

conqu~te

I

%

saint louis

I

%

livre des fa is

I

%
%

I

1.3
45
9.6
27
6.1
2

60

heptameron

'%

registre-journal

#

1.5
17

127
54.3
196
61.3
126

%

4.4

32.3

minute

I

%

5

22.7

95

30.3
145
33.3
55

13.4
116
40.4

137
34.8
-41
6.8
8
3.4
16
5
45
11.5

.

54

13.7
177
29.1
96

41
103
32.2
202
51.8

" Note that In the tables and in the ensuing discussion, 'X' designates a non -subject constituent.

of the thirteen Medieval French texts analyzed shows V2 clauses in which the finite verb is immediately preceded by a non-subject constituent. It is in particular
due to these subject-verb inversions - and to their partly high frequency - that
Medieval French has been described as a V2 language. Note that, as illustrated in
Figure 1, these XV constructions, sometimes referred to as •inverted V2' (Vance
1997), do not show a constant frequency over time; rather, the data of the three
poetic and ten prose texts show alternating increases and decreases in frequency.
In addition to SV and XV_clauses, all texts show clauses in which the finite
verb is either in first position, i.e. in sentence-initial position, as in (7), or in a
position other than the first or second, i.e. preceded by more than one constituent (V > 2), as iUustrated in (8). Note that with respect to the latter constructions,
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,0016
90%

80%

70'1&

e-6096
~SO%

140'1&

40.4%

3096

20%
'0'1&

Figure 1. Percentages of XV order in all declarative root clauses

the subject may be either preverbal (a frequent phenomenon) or postverbal (an
infrequent phenomenon) and it may either directly precede {Sa) or follow (Sb)
the finite verb or be separated from it by up to two constituents when occurring
preverbaUy (Se-d) and by up to three constituents when appearing postverbally (Se- g):
(7)

.S'

ensuiven aucunes choses notables

et singulieres ...
REFL follow
some
things remarkable and singular
(abrege, p. 1S9)
'Some remarkable and singular incidents follow hereupon .. :

Et

!Qr§, pour Ia poour que je avoie,
~ commenfai
and then for the fear
that l was-having I started
a trembler ...
(saint louis. p. 1SS)
to shake
'And then. for the fear which l was having, I started to shake .. .'
b. Aussi moult §~ ____ _i
efforcierent tous les aut res ...
also much REFL for-it strove
all the other
(livre desfais. p. 110)
'All the other ... , too, did their best:
c. Et ~ Ies autres .hl furent de creance que... (conquete. p. 110)
and after the others so were of belief that
J\nd after that. the others fully believed that .. .'
d. ~ ele puis a sun pais
returnad . . .
(livre reis, p. 136)
and she then to her country returned
'and then she returned to her country •. :

(S) a.
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A Sainct Orner en eel an furent mors quinze mille
Flamens.
at Saint Orner in this year were dead fifteen thousand Flemings
(abrege, p. 157)
~t Saint Orner, in that year, fifteen thousand Flemings died:
f. El
cors del
temple devant, pres de ces ud fud
in-the heart of-the temple before near of these doors was
fait de pierre uns atels, .. .
(livre reis, p. 124)
made of stone an altar
'In front of the inner sanctuary, next to these double doors, an altar was
made of stone .. .'
g. A Gilbatoire I' an mil
trois cens
quarante, [... ],
at Gibraltar the year thousand three hundred fourty
Jurent par les Espaignolz desconfiz et occis en bataille
were by the Spanish
defeated and killed in battle
deux cens
mil
Sarrasins, .. .
(abrege, p. 178)
two hundred thousand Saracens
'In 1340, two hundred thousand Saracens were defeated and killed in
action by the Spanish .. .'

e.

Having illustrated the various positionings of the finite verb in declarative root
clauses with a lexical subject in Medieval French, we now turn to their compatibility with a V2 analysis.
V1 structures cannot be prima facie dismissed as incompatible with such an
analysis, given the (restricted) existence ofV1 constructions in some Germanic V2
languages (cf. (5)). The latter structures are generally considered to be only 'apparent Vl sentences' and are analyzed as constructions involving the regular movement of the finite verb to C0 as well as the presence of a "discourse or illocutionary
operator of some kind" in SpecCP (Roberts 1993: 57). Against this backdrop, then,
one may assume that the V1 structures in Medieval French can be analyzed along
these lines. An alternative explanation for these VI constructions could invoke
Romance 'free subject-verb inversion: given the general accepted analysis of Medieval French as a null subject language. In any case, the V1 structures of Medieval
French do not furnish trustworthy evidence against a V2 analysis.
The V2 configurations of Medieval French are, of course, compatible with a V2
analysis. Note in this respect, however, that such an analysis is principally based
on the existence of XV structures, i.e. structures which are (superficially) identical
to the most characteristic word order ofV2 languages. Still, XV structures are also
(more or less) frequently found in non-V2languages such as Spanish, Portuguese,
and even Modern French (Kaiser 2002: SOf.; Rinke & Meisel2009). In the light of
these facts, then, the V2 structures detected in the context of our diachronic analysis are compatible with both a V2 and a non-V2 analysis of Medieval French.
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As far as V > 2 structures in Medieval French are concerned, these stand out
due to their overall frequency. Given this, it is self-evident that such constructions
cannot be dismissed as errors on the part of the scribes or authors; further, these
structures cannot be explained away by simply placing the initial constituent(s)
'outside of the clause'. What is more, a CP adjunction or recursion analysis for
the V > 2 clauses of Medieval French, which would permit a great variety of elements in the position(s) preceding the preverbal constituent, must be ruled out,
given that such an analysis would clearly contradict the crucial characteristic of
V2 languages according to which 'violations' of their V2 constraint are extremely
restricted and thus exceptional. From this, we conclude that V > 2 clauses in Medieval French do not represent licit exceptions to a general V2 constraint. We
interpret them as clear evidence against the analysis of Medieval French as a V2
language.
Note in this regard that in the recent generative literature (e.g. Beninca
2006; Labelle 2006; Ledgeway 2007), proponents of a V2 approach to Medieval
Romance in general and to Medieval French in particular acknowledge the fact
that V > 2 word orders are not marginal in declarative root clauses; in this connection, they suggest that the frequent occurrence of such structures can be
captured in the context of a V2 analysis involving a layered CP as originally proposed by Rizzi (1997). In fact, the notion of V2 as argued for by these authors
is interpreted in a purely "technical sense and not as a simple descriptive label"
(Ledgeway 2007: 122): according to the analyses at issue, the V2 property of a
given language is tantamount to the obligatory movement of the finite verb to the
complementizer system in declarative root clauses. On the basis of these analyses,
then, V1 and V > 2 configurations are accounted for by the assumption that "only
the verb movement rule proves obligatory, with variable application of fronting of
one or more sentential constituents, such that the superficial descriptive V2 constraint is not invariably met" (Ledgeway 2007: 123). In this connection, Ledgeway (2007: 122) argues for a typological distinction between "strict" I "rigid" V2
languages such as German and Dutch on the one hand, in which the obligatory
movement of the finite verb is always accompanied by the movement of some
constituent to the sentence-initial position, and "broad" I "lax" V2languages such
as Medieval Romance on the other.
However, analyses along these lines prove to be inadequate for Medieval
French. First, irrespective of the assumption of the existence of a V2 parameter,
the claim that a language is 'sort of' V2 seems to be counterintuitive: a language
is either 'descriptively' V2, i.e. a language in which the finite verb must (almost)
always occur in second position, or not 'descriptively' V2, i.e. a language in
which the finite verb does not obligatorily occur in second position. There is no
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in-between. What is more, such an approach implies that Medieval French is analyzed as a V2 language while Modern French is not, just because of the former's
higher frequency of subject-verb inversion. Subject-verb inversion structures are
not an exclusive property of V2 languages but also of non-V2 languages, which
do not (necessarily) involve the CP-domain. In particular, given that a 'sort of' V2
language is only technically, i.e. theory-internally, and thus not descriptively defined, one wonders what kind of technique would need to be applied to handle the
notion of a lax V2language in the context of, e.g., an IP-analysis ofV2 (Lemieux
& Dupuis 1995).
Second, all of the recent analyses at issue share the assumption of a layered
CP; what is more, it is assumed that in those cases in which the subject precedes
the finite verb, the subject has been moved to either a topicalized or a focalized
position in the CP domain. This claim, however, seems to be incompatible with
regard to Medieval French, which shows throughout its period instances of preverbal subject expletives, which, as a direct result of their non-referential, semantically empty nature, can be neither topicalized nor focalized (Adams 1987, 1989;
Zimmermann 2009):
Cio fud lonx dis que non cadit;
this was long time that not fall
'He did not fall for a long time;'
b. 11 est escrit [... I Que ...
it is written that
'It is written [... I that .. .'
c. n avint
si [... ] que ...
it happened then that
'It happened then [... I that .. .'

(9) a.

(saint-leger, 1. 231)

(roland, 1. 1443-4)

(livre reis, p. 138)

In the light of the existence of preverbal subject expletives, then, one must reject
the kind of involvement of the CP system proposed with regard to Medieval
French - and, consequently, a revised analysis of Medieval French as a lax V2
language.
Given the objections to any kind of V2 analysis of the medieval stage of
French, we conclude that Medieval French constitutes a non-V2 language. Consequently, accounts of the loss of the general availability of subject-verb inversion based on the loss of V2 in the history of French prove themselves to be
inadequate. The general decrease in subject-verb inversion must be accounted for
without recourse to a V2 analysis of Medieval French. In fact, such an alternative
proposal has been recently put forward by Rinke & Meisel (2009).
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5·

Accounting for the decrease in subject-verb inversion
without recourse to V2

5.1

The proposal by Rinke & Meisel (2009)

On the basis of an analysis of two extracts from two 13th century Old French
prose texts, Rinke & Meisel (2009) argue that in Old French, analyzed as a null
subject language, subject-verb inversion is similar to the so-called 'free inversion'
typical of modern Romance null subject languages, insofar as in Old French,
subject-verb inversion results from the same information-structural conditions.
They claim that pronominal and non-pronominal postverbal subjects must have
different structural positions because they evidently differ in their distribution.
As for the former, Rinke & Meisel adopt the general assumption according to
which these elements are cliticized to the finite verb (Foulet 1928: 150). Regarding
non-pronominal subjects, Rinke & Meisel follow proposals for modern Romance
null subject languages and suggest that they occur in SpecvP. In particular, they
assume that in Old French, the postverbal positioning of a non-pronominal subject is dependent on 'special discourse conditions: namely its focus interpretation,
available for all types of verbs. In addition, they argue that in conjunction with
a 'specific group of verbs' consisting of unaccusatives, unergatives, and copula
verbs in predicative sentences, the postverbal non-pronominal subject as part of
a thetic/presentational sentence also receives a focus interpretation. However,
when neither of these two interpretations is available, it is claimed that the nonpronominal subject must move to the "TP-domain [ ... ] to escape a focus interpretation" (Rinke & Meisel 2009: 109). In this respect, their proposal can be summarized as follows: "the pre-verbal position correlates with a topic-interpretation
and the post-verbal position with a non-topic [=focalized] interpretation" (Rinke
& Meisel 2009: 117). Rinke & Meisel (2009: I 09) thus consider the positioning of
the non-pronominal subject to directly result from their proposed "interplay" of
the syntax on the one hand and information structure on the other, interpreted
not as a "purely grammatical phenomenon" but rather as an "interface phenomenon relating the grammatical computation and discourse conditions according
to which a sentence can be uttered".
Given this analysis of the sentence-initial position as a topic position, Rinke &
Meisel are able to account for the preferential preverbal occurrence of the subject
in Old French. As for the highly frequent subject-verb inversion structures involving a sentence-initial adverbial constituent, seemingly problematic for their topiccomment analysis, Rinke & Meisel (2009: 113) point out that the purpose of such
structures is the advancement of the storyline in terms of a "temporal sequence
of events" rather than elaboration of the given topic. In fact, they claim that "the
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realization of an adverbial phrase in sentence initial position can render inversion
structures more acceptable or natural" and may "establish discourse cohesion by
linking the sentence to the previous discourse" (Rinke & Meisel2009: 114). Under
this analysis, then, Rinke & Meisel are able to explain why subject-verb inversion
in Old French differs from subject-verb inversion in the modern Romance null
subject languages, in which the postverbal subject typically follows the finite verb
in sentence-initial position, given that in these languages, subject-verb inversion
is not necessarily contingent upon the occurrence of a non-subject constituent in
sentence-initial position.
As for the evolution of subject-verb inversion in the history of French, Rinke
& Meisel argue that in Modern French, the Old French type of subject-verb inversion, i.e. the free inversion encountered in modern Romance null subject languages, is no longer possible, given their analysis of Modern French as a non-null
subject language. In fact, Rinke & Meisel argue that a non-pronominal subject
may not occur in SpecvP in Modern French - not even in the restricted set of
contexts in which subjects may show up in postverbal position in Modern French
(right dislocation, focus inversion, stylistic inversion, impersonal constructions
with certain types of verbs). In particular, they attribute the impossibility of
the occurrence of a non-pronominal subject in SpecvP in Modern French to a
"restructuring of the subject agreement system" (Rinke & Meisel 2009: 118) in
terms of a "phonological and morphological weakening of pronominal subjects
and the subsequent emergence of a paradigm of clitic subject pronouns" (Rinke
& Meisel2009: 124).

5.2

On the plausibility of the proposal by Rinke & Meisel (2009)

Even though Rinke & Meisel's (2009) approach to the decrease in subject-verb
inversion in the history of French is highly appealing, insofar as it accounts for the
decrease at issue without recourse to a V2 analysis of former stages of the French
language, it has several empirical and theoretical shortcomings.
A major problem not only for Rinke & Meisel's approach but also for all other analyses of Medieval French as a null subject language is that French shows
subject expletives from the earliest texts on. Given their existence, a null subject
analysis of Medieval French runs counter to the parametrically established correlation between the null subject property and the obligatory lack oflexical expletive subject pronouns (Haider 2001; Zimmermann 2009).
Moreover, given the assumption that SpecTP is also a topic position in embedded clauses, it is unclear why subject-verb inversion in Old French is essentially a root clause phenomenon and only seldom occurs in embedded clauses.
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This root-embedded 'asymmetry' (Adams 1987) of Old French is even more
problematic in connection with the assumption that Old French has the kind
of subject-verb inversion typical of modern Romance null subject languages because in these languages, subject-verb inversion applies both in root clauses and
in embedded clauses and, in fact, shows no such 'asymmetry'.
What is also challenging to this equating of subject-verb inversion with free
inversion is the fact that while "in null-subject languages [... ] post-verbal subjects
typically occur in verb-initial sentences" (Rinke & Meisel2009: 101), subject-verb
inversion structures in which the finite verb is in sentence-initial position are
very marginal in Old French. In addition, this equating seems problematic with
respect to the very nature of subject-verb inversion in Old French in general. In
fact, Vance (1997:87) observes in the context of her analysis of the 13th century
prose text Queste the occurrence of sequences of the type auxiliary-participlesubject-object "which would be incompatible with free inversion':
Finally, Rinke & Meisel (2009: 123) claim that Modern French features postverbal subjects only in four different constructions, to wit right dislocation, focus
inversion, stylistic inversion and impersonal constructions with certain types of
verbs, arguably overlooking inverted constructions with pronominal subjects,
such as in (I), and inverted constructions with non-focalized non-pronominal
subjects, such as (2a) and (2e). Also, while the decrease in subject-verb inversion
with respect to non-pronominal subjects is accounted for, it remains unclear why
in Modern French, subject-verb inversion is no longer generally possible in connection with pronominal subjects.
Given these major shortcomings of Rinke & Meisel's approach, we will argue
in the following for an alternative analysis of the decrease in the general availability of subject-verb inversion in the history of French.

5·3

An alternative approach to the decrease in subject-verb inversion
in the history of French

5.3.1

Accounting for subject-verb inversion in Medieval French

Any account of the phenomenon of subject-verb inversion in Medieval French
must take into consideration its diachrony. While Figure I presented only subject-verb inversion in declarative root clauses in which the finite verb is immediately preceded by a non-subject constituent, Figure 2 shows the overall results
obtained from our diachronic corpus with regard to subject-verb inversion in all
declarative root clauses.
As this purely quantitative analysis shows, subject-verb inversion in declarative root clauses is a common characteristic of Medieval French. How can this
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Figure 2. Percentages of the positioning of the finite verb In all declarative root clauses
with a postverbal subject

property be accounted for without recourse to an analysis of Medieval French
either as a language with •obligatory movement of the [finite] verb to a head position within the CP" (Benincl 2006:70), i.e. as a V2 language, or as a language
having free inversion with the (nominal) subject remaining in SpecvP, i.e. as a
Romance null-subject language?
In fact, we argue that an insight in Vance (1997) as part of her proposed V2
account of Medieval French most adequately captures this issue. Vance ( 1997),
following corresponding proposals by Travis ( 1984) for German and by Zwart
( 1993) for Dutch, claims that the CP domain is only activated in the case of the
occurrence of a topicalized non-subject constituent in sentence-initial position
in declarative root dauses.6 Given the proposals for layered left(= CP) periphery
(Rizzi 1997; Benind 2006), we claim that the positioning of one or more nonsubject constituents to the left of the finite verb in declarative root clauses directly
correlates with their informational nature, i.e. with their interpretation as either
topicalized or focali zed constituents.
In this connection. we adopt a simplified version of the layered left periphery whose leftmost projection encodes the 'force' of the sentence, ForceP, while
FinP. the rightmost projection, encodes the modality and tense of the ensuing IP.
Sandwiched in between these two projections are a Topic field, in which different

6. Vance (1997) motivates the movement of a non-subject constituent lo SpccCP in terms of

the fulfillment of a 'Topic Criterion'; she considers the non-subject constituent in sentence-initial position to he always a topic.
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kinds of topics can occur and in which each topic constitutes a TopP, and a Focus
projection, FocP:
(10)

[ForceP

ForceO

hoPIC ••• [TopP TopicO

... } [FocusP FocusO

[FinP

FinO

[,p 1°

... ]]]]]

Following Ben inca (2006: 55), we also assume that while FocP stands out due to
the fact that "it hosts elements with operatorlike properties that undergo movement[ ... ] [t)opics of various kinds are, on the contrary, base generated': 7
In the light of the existence of expletive subject pronouns in the medieval stage
of French, we argue that Medieval French sentence structure features a SpeciP position, which, for reasons of the EPP, exclusively hosts subjects (=A-position) and
which is, applying Ledgeway's (2007: 135) proposal in the context of his characterization of Modern Italian to Medieval French, "informationally-neutral, insofar as
it is not exclusively associated with licensing either thematic (given) or rhematic
(new) interpretations':
Given our proposal that the positioning of non-subject constituents to the left
of the finite verb in declarative root clauses directly correlates with their informational nature, we likewise assume that the non-canonical positioning of subjects
at the right edge of a declarative root clause, i.e. after the finite verb which may be
followed by VP material (cf. (8e-g)), is also due to their informational nature. In
fact, we assume that such subjects carry focalized information. We directly infer
this from the fact that in constructions in which the subject is separated from the
finite verb by VP material, the subject is always non-pronominal in nature. Recall that postverbal subject pronouns are clitics in Medieval French, i.e. elements
which cannot bear stress. Consequently, the interpretation of the non-pronominal subjects as focalized clearly suggests itself. Moreover and more generally, we
assume that word order other than SVX is the only means to indicate the focalization of some constituent in Medieval French.
Following Deprez's (1988) analysis of so-called 'Heavy Inversion' and interpreting the postverbal occurrence of the subjects at issue as a syntactic reflection
of their focalization, we claim that in clauses such as (3b-c) as well as in (7) and
in (8b), (8e), and (8g), the non-pronominal subject is moved rightward to a position adjoined to IP which is associated with focus. 8 In fact, we assume that the

7· Note that against the backdrop of the assumption that topicalized non-subject constituents
are base generated in their respective positions in the layered left periphery, there is no need for
the adoption of Vance's (1997) 'Topic Criterion:
8. This assumption of a second focus position implies either the existence of multiple foci, as
e.g. in Hungarian (Brody 1990), or the existence of some kind of ban on the assignment of more
than one focus feature per sentence.
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only ostensible way of syntactically encoding focalization of a subject by means
of word order is its rightward movement to a focus position adjoined to IP:
(11)

FP

~
SpecFP F'

~
F0
TopP*
~
SpecTopP Top'
~
Top° FocP
~
SpecFocP Foe'
~
Foc0 FinP
~
SpecFinP Fin'
~
Fin°
IP

~
IP
DP
~
~
SpeciP
I'
subjecti
~
ti 1°
vP
~
ti
In other words, we claim that the focalization of the subject (as well as that of nonsubject constituents, cf. below) correlates with the observed non-canonical word
order. Note that the raising of a focalized subject from SpeciP to SpecFocP would
result in the canonical SVX order, preventing, as we assume, the interpretation of
the subject as a focalized element. Therefore, movement to SpecFocP seems to be
unsuitable for the required interpretation. Given this as well as our characterization of the SpeciP position, which also allows for the hosting of topical subjects,
we claim that in Medieval French there is a constraint of some sort which prevents subjects from occurring in the layered left periphery.9
9· Note that in Medieval French, there is, in addition to NP-inversion, a further syntactic
means to express the focalization of subjects, namely, the doubling of a (non)-pronominal subject constituent (cf. Marchello-Nizia 1998: 165):
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Moreover, we argue that in the context of examples such as (Sf) and contrary
to the proposals in Deprez {1988), Valois & Dupuis (1992), and Vance {1997),
the non-pronominal subjects involved must not necessarily be 'heavy: i.e. modified in some way. 10 Given the analysis of the non-pronominal subjects at issue
as right-adjoined to IP, subject-verb inversion in these instances directly results
from rightward movement of the non-pronominal subject. In this connection, a
term other and more appropriate than subject-verb inversion is needed to cover
these cases of rightward movement; we propose to call them instances of 'NP.mverswn.
. ,

(i)

Li nies
Marsilie, il est venuz avant ...
the nephew Marsilie he is come forward
'There approached Marsilie's nephew .. .'

(roland, p. 860)

This strategy is, however, made use of only marginally. It is not entirely clear to us how to integrate this doubling construction into our framework.
One anonymous reviewer pointed out that this NP-inversion analysis in terms of rightward
IF-adjunction has empirical shortcomings in that it precludes lexical material to the right of
the inverted non-heavy non-pronominal subject, contrary to the facts. This is illustrated in the
following examples taken from Valois & Dupuis ( 1992: 328) for Modern French:

10.

(i)

(ii)

que Paul etait malade tousles etudiants
Quand ont dit
all the students
when
have said that Paul was sick
de Ia classe de Marie?
of the class of Mary
'When did all the students from Mary's class say that Paul was sick:
a.

b.

"Quand a dit
que Paul etait malade Marie?
when
has said that Paul was sick
Mary
'When did Mary say that Paul was sick?'
Quand a dit
Marie que Paul etait malade?
when
has said Mary that Paul was sick
'When did Mary say that Paul was sick?'

In {i), the postverbal heavy subject occurs to the right of the sentential complement while a
postverbal non-heavy subject is not allow to do so but must rather precede the complement at
issue, as shown in (ii).
Even though our NP-inversion analysis may not capture the latter fact, we believe that it
is theory-internally more adequate since it represents an approach which can conclusively account for both the preverbal and the postverbal occurrence of non-pronominal subjects on
principled grounds in terms of their (non)-focalization. Moreover, our approach according to
which nominative case assignment is only to the SpeciP-position does not require the differentiation of several kinds of case assignment and/or checking mechanisms needed in the context
of VP-internal subject analyses, which do not explain how leftward movement of the subject
is case-theoretically motivated, given that nominative case may principally be assigned to the
subject in its base-position.
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However, not all instances of subject-verb inversion in declarative root clauses constitute cases of NP-inversion. In addition to those structures involving a
pronominal (clitic) subject, we consider as 'true' subject-verb inversions configurations in which the non-subject constituent directly preceding the verb is focalized, i.e. constructions such as (3a) and (3d-f). We assume that this focalized
interpretation results from movement of the non-subject constituent to SpecFocP,
in accordance with the information structural requirements associated with a layered left periphery. By 'focalization' we mean that, irrespective of the fact that
it may constitute new information or information already given in the previous
linguistic context, special attention is drawn to some non-subject constituent by
means of its syntactic highlighting in terms of its directly preverbal positioning,
in contrast to the 'normal' IP-internal positioning. As already noted above in the
context ofNP-inversion, we claim that in Medieval French, word order other than
SVX is the only means to indicate the focalization of some constituent. This seems
to be a natural conclusion in the light of the fact that clefts, which are a highly frequent feature of Modern French, "do not constitute a prominent feature of older
stages of the language" (Dufter 2008: 32). In a similar vein, Grevisse & Goosse
(2007: 575) argue that the freedom of word order in Old French permitted the
highlighting of elements, which nowadays is hardly possible.
To further substantiate our claim, we draw on a direct comparison of some
cases of subject-verb inversion in Medieval and Modern French. In (3f), an attribute appears in sentence-initial position, directly preceding the finite verb. (12)
illustrates this example construction in its wider context:
oveilles offrid li reis sur I' autel ki
fud en
sheep.PL offered the king on the altar which was in
bele
fud Ia feste
et bele
Ia oblatiun
beautiful was the ceremony and beautiful the offering
(livre reis, p. 116)
'The king offered a thousand sheep on the altar which was in Gibeon; the
ceremony was wonderful and the offering, too:

(12) Mil
thousand
Gaba6n;
Gibeon

We claim that in the case at issue, bele has a focalized reading in the sense that it
ostensibly highlights the fact that the ceremony was indeed 'beautiful: Note in this
respect that the sequence following the semicolon represents an embellishment
introduced by the Old French translator to emphasize the extraordinary character of the ceremony. What is more, a focalized interpretation of bele seems to be
supported by the fact that in parallel constructions in Modern French (cf. (lb)
and (2a)), sentence-initial attributes are interpreted as focalized (Grevisse &
Goosse 2007:477, 479). Interpreting preverbal non-subject constituents other than
attributes - (in)direct objects, prepositional complements, adverbials or adverbial
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phrases, and embedded clauses -likewise as principally focalized when occurring
in this syntactic context seems thus to be a natural approach.
A further argument supporting our analysis comes from incised clauses
(cf. Note l). In these constructions, which at all times show subject-verb inversion in the history of French, the sentence in direct speech normally represents
the principal piece of information. We interpret these characteristics of incised
clauses as clear evidence in favor of our analysis.
Having thus established that the non-subject constituent directly preceding
the finite verb in 'true' subject-verb inversions is a focalized constituent which has
been moved from its IP-internal position to SpecFocP, we must still account for
the positioning of the finite verb. Given our argumentation according to which
the sentence structure of Medieval French has a SpeciP position, which, due to
the EPP, must obligatorily host (a trace of) the subject, we suggest that in the subject-verb inversion configurations at issue, the finite verb has been moved from
I0 into a head position of the layered CP. In fact, we claim that the position in
question is Foc0, i.e. the head of the Focus projection, whose specifier position is
occupied by the moved focalized IP-internal non-subject constituent. In order to
motivate this additional I0-to-Foc0 movement of the finite verb, we propose the
following 'Focus Criterion: inspired by similar proposals for Hungarian in Brody
(1990) and Puskas (2000):
(13) Focus Criterion:
a. A focus operator must be in a spec-head configuration with an X0 which
has the feature [+focus].
b. An X0 which has the feature [+focus] must be in a spec-head configuration with a focus operator. 11
Thus, when a non-subject constituent is moved to SpecPocP to check its relevant
feature, the finite verb must move to Poc0, where the feature [+focus] is located,
to allow for the required spec-head configuration. With regard to this obligatory
verb raising, we adopt the suggestion made by Puskas (2000: 68) according to
which "the head of the functional projection F[oc]P is endowed with a feature
[+f[ocus]] signaling focus, in the same way as e.g. Agr has features for agreement':
and it is this very feature in Poc0 which attracts the finite verb. 12
u. Note that the implication of this condition of the Focus Criterion will not be further
dealt with in the context of this paper as it not directly relevant to the issue of subject-verb
inversion.
Note that this is only a simplified version of Puskas' more articulated account for the obligatory raising of the finite verb in Hungarian. In fact, Puskas (2000: 69) assumes that the [+focus]
feature in the head position of the focus projection is not a V-feature in that it is not involved in
12.
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Our central assumption thus is that focalized non-subject constituents appear
in the left-peripheral SpecFocP position, inducing true subject-verb inversion,
while the focalization of a subject induces adjunction to IP, i.e. NP-inversion. In
the light of the approach suggested here, the diachronic variation in the frequency
of subject-verb inversion can easily be explained: whenever a writer intended to
highlight a (non)-subject constituent, one of the two strategies illustrated was applied. Depending on the context, the content, and the individual style, the application ofNP-inversion and true subject-verb inversion varies.
5.3.2

Accountingfor the decrease in subject-verb inversion

When considering the restricted contexts of subject-verb inversion in declarative root clauses in Modern French, we can, in the light of the argumentation
proposed for Medieval French and, with the exception of constructions such as
in (2a), immediately identify all cases of subject-verb inversion involving a nonpronominal subject as instances ofNP-inversion. From this we conclude that NPinversion is a property of both Medieval French and Modern French.
The other cases of subject-verb inversion in declarative root clauses in Modern French represent exclusively configurations in which the finite verb is directly preceded by a non-subject constituent, i.e. true inversions. Note that these
cases are highly restricted when compared to those in Medieval French in that
this non-subject constituent can only be either an adverbial of a limited class of
adverbials (cf. (la)) or an attribute (cf. (lb) and (2a)). Given that these instances
of subject-verb inversion in Modern French occur typically only, if ever, in written language (Grevisse & Goosse 2007: 476ff.), they may be regarded as learnt
vestiges of an older language stage. In this connection, it is thus not implausible
to conclude that Modern French, the written language apart, shows no instances
of the kind of true subject-verb inversion in declarative root clauses typical of
Medieval French. Therefore, it is the complete loss of this inversion structure
which must be accounted for.
As an explanation, we suggest an analysis which takes as a starting point the
general assumption put forward by both traditional and generative approaches
according to which syntactic change in French may be due to changes in prosody
(Lerch 1934: 229; Adams 1989). In this respect, we posit that in Medieval French,
whose single word stress is considered to be a salient prosodic feature, the SpecFocP position correlates with heavy stress. Such an approach is not implausible,
given that "[t]he $-structure presence of the +f{ocus] feature usually shows up as
heavy stress at PF, (Brody 1990: 208). Following general assumptions according to
any morphological checking of the finite verb; rather, it is claimed that "[b}eing associated with
a C-type head, the feature [+f[ocus]) checks predicational information~ i.e. 1°.
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which at the beginning of the Modern French period, "all elements in the phrase
gave up their individual accent to that of the final tonic syllable" (Adams 1989: 17),
we claim that the heavy stress associated with the SpecFocP position was lost as
well. What is more, we interpret this loss as a direct reflection of a parametric
shift. Drawing on Brody's (1990) proposal according to which the fulfillment of
the Focus Criterion is subject to parametric variation -it may be fulfilled either at
S-structure or at LF only -, we assume that in Modern French, this criterion is no
longer fulfilled at S-structure but rather only at LF. Our crucial assumption regarding the loss of true subject-verb inversion in declarative root clauses in French is,
thus, the parametric resetting of the Spell-Out condition associated with the Focus
Criterion. While in Medieval French both the focalized non-subject constituent
and the finite verb must raise to FocP at S-structure, Modern French only allows
for these raisings at LF. Consequently, neither a focalized non-subject constituent
nor the finite verb may move to FocP before Spell-Out in Modern French.
That such an analysis is actually on the right track may be inferred from the
fact that in Modern French, the sole means to syntactically focalize a non-subject
constituent are strategies of focalization different from true subject-verb inversion, namely cleft and dislocation constructions. As for those highly limited instances of true subject-verb inversion in Modern French, considered to be learnt
vestiges, we assume that these represent elaborated stylistic or rhetorical devices,
which, in the style of former stages of the language, exceptionally allow the fulfillment of the Focus Criterion at S-structure.
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